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Reduction in liquor and drug
violations in Gorham
By Julie Pike I Pg. 4
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WE’RE HIRING!
Join USM’s peer academic support team! For the spring 2019 semester, we are
hiring Learning Assistants, Peer Assisted Study Session (P.A.S.S.) Leaders, Subject-based Tutors, and Writing Assistants. We currently have openings associated
with the following courses and subject areas (so far!):
Learning Assistants*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BIO 114
CHY 114
CHY 115
MAT 100
PHY 112
PHY 114
PHY 121

P.A.S.S. Leaders*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BIO 113
BUS 356
CHY 113
MAT 131
MAT 101
MAT 145
MAT 152
MAT 153

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Subject Tutors

Writing Assistants

ACC (all levels)
BIO 281 + 345
BUS 301 + 375
CHY 107 + 253
ECO 101 + 102
FIN 320
MAT (all levels)
PHY (all levels)

• Offering 1:1
consultation
and writing
support across all
disciplines

*LAs & P.A.S.S. Leaders have an in-class component. Please speak with your academic advisor about your schedule for the spring.

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Developing skills sought by your future employers
Enhancing your own learning and subject mastery
Experiencing the satisfaction of supporting other students
Building relationships with faculty, staff, and other peer helpers
Earning a competitive wage and three free elective credits

Minimum Requirements
•
•
•
•

Enrollment in at least three credits at USM
3.0 cumulative GPA, and 3.0 in the related discipline
Two faculty recommendations
Commitment to completing the training program

For more information about each academic support role and to apply for a position, visit:
https://usm.maine.edu/agile/academic-assistance-programs
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Julie Pike
Editor-in-Chief
I’ve been getting the question a lot
lately, “Have you given any thought to
what you’re going to do after college?”
The answer is yes, I have given a lot of
thought into it, but I don’t have any idea
of what I’ll actually be doing. I feel like
that’s common for my fellow students
who are also graduating this year. We
know what we want to be doing, but we
have no idea if it’s actually going to turn
out that way.
I’ve been working with a career counselor since the beginning of this semester, creating a solid resume, LinkedIn
profile, writing cover letters and preparing for interviews. At first I thought it felt
a bit early to begin all of this, but now I
realize that I made the right decision.
I know that once spring semester
comes around, the panic of what I’m
going to do after I graduate will set in. I
want to be as prepared for that moment
as I can.
I want to get the message across to my
fellow students who are graduating this
year, begin to plan now. Go see a career
counselor and start figuring out what you
can do to prepare yourselves.
The University of Washington reported that it takes college graduates on
average three to six months to find a job
after graduation. With ever increasing
students loans, I know that not many of
us can take that long to find secure financial income. So help yourself make that
transition easier, and start working on
this now.
I never realized the importance of having a tailored resume for the kind of job
that you want, or a developed LinkedIn
profile to give employers a better idea
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Prepare for
life after college

of your professional experience. It’s not
easy to write a cover letter, as you have
to focus on keywords that employers
will often look for. For more competitive
jobs, they may use computer software to
weed out cover letters that don’t have the
keywords they are looking for.
I also can’t emphasize the importance
of networking and making connections.
There is no better way to increase your
chances of getting a job after graduation
than making connections in your field.
Luckily there is a slew of free resources offered at USM to help just that,
career services can help you build your
resume, write a cover letter and help you
search for jobs. It’s a difficult task that
requires some time dedication, but if you
can get started on it now it won’t feel so
overwhelming.
There is also a new course offering
next semester, COR 400, called Launching into Life After College. This is an
exit year experience, taught by Jeanette
Andonian and David Bantz. It serves as
a way to help students reflect on their
college career and how their experiences
will translate into life after college, while
also preparing them to make that transition. The next semester is a pilot of this
new program.
Now it may be too early to have a job
secured after graduation, and that uncertainty can be stressful, but you can at
least become prepared to get started on
that job search.
I’m urging all of my fellow USM
students to start taking advantage of the
resources available at our school now.
Don’t wait until a month before graduation, when the panic often sets in, start
making steps towards ensuring success
after college. Getting that diploma is just
one of those steps, but finding a career
takes time and effort.

Go to job fairs, such as the one at
USM this Thursday in the Sullivan Gym
in Portland from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Talk
to different companies from around the
area, see who is hiring and see what opportunities are out there.
Take a look at your resume, you want
this to be tailored for the career you are
going into. If you’re looking to go into
marketing, that summer you spent as
a camp counselor may not be the most
important thing to include. One of the
biggest things I’ve learned is that your
resume should only be one page. Employers want to be able to know who you
are, but they want to do so efficiently.
Start developing your LinkedIn profile. I know it may seem odd to be active on LinkedIn as a college student, but
it’s an important tool in the professional
world when it comes to networking and
searching for jobs. It’s also like an extended version of your resume, as you’re
able to add more than what would fit on
one page.
Most importantly, work on networking. Talk to people in the area who are
working in your field, find out what their
jobs are like. This is called informational
interviewing, you’re not looking for a
job, you’re just looking to find out more
about the types of jobs people in your
field have. This will not only help you
make more connections in the area, but
also help you get a better understanding
of what kind of job you want to have after college.
I’m still working through figuring out
life after college, and it’ll be something
that’s uncertain for the next few months.
I hope that students in a similar to position will start focusing on life after college as now is the time. Take advantage
of the great resources at school to help
make this transition as easy as possible.
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Liquor and drug violations reduced in Gorham
School shifts focus to academics, support and prevention
Julie Pike
Editor-in-Chief
From 2015 to 2017 the reports of liquor
violations on the Gorham campus decreased
by 51.8 percent, according to the Annual Security Report from USM Public Safety. Part
of the decrease in violations is due to cases
of over reporting Clery statistics, Christina
Lowery, Director of Housing and Residential
Life said. However, Lowery said that a big
factor is the increase in programs aimed at
helping students.
The reported number of drug violations
decreased as well, by 61.1 percent, the report
said.
There were only eight reported liquor law
arrests in 2017, as compared to 16 in 2015.
No drug law arrests were reported in 2017,
compared to the 18 in 2015.
Two years ago the Recovery Oriented
Campus Center (ROCC) opened in Portland,
which provides students with support on substance use and mental health. The ROCC has
assisted residential life during orientation,
providing training for residential assistants
(RAs), said Anna Gardner, the Collegiate Recovery Program Coordinator at the ROCC.

“We’ve done a lot more
closer ties with academics, which helps try to
keep that academic focus
in the residence halls. I
also think our students
are looking for an environment that benefits
their education.”
- Christina Lowery
Director of Residential Life
“Our RAs are better trained than ever on
different intervention techniques to help students make good decisions around alcohol,”
said Lowery. The ROCC collaborates with
residential life to make support services and
resources known to RAs, who can then inform their students, she said.
Last year residential life increased the number of RAs by four to keep up with the rising
housing numbers. Lowery said that there is
one RA to every 34 residential students, with

1,350 students in total and 40 RAs.
The ROCC is located in Portland, so Gardner said there is some distance between residential students and the resources they offer.
But, she said, that having residential life staff
aware of the resources available for students
helps make that connection easier.
“We’re trying to strengthen the connection with residential life and making sure
that students know that the ROCC is here
to support students that are struggling with
substance use and mental health, it’s an additional resource for them to give students,”
said Gardner.
The ROCC, Gardner said, is based on providing peer-to-peer support. They have a variety of support groups that meet each week,
all facilitated by student peers, which are
“students that are in recovery of substance
use disorder or mental health disorders that
want to help their fellow peers in recovery,”
she said. Currently the ROCC has 30 student
peers, who go through student peer orientation and make a commitment to being peers
for fellow students.
Part of the decrease in liquor violations
reported is due to changes in reporting, said
Ronald Saindon, Police Captain for USM
Public Safety.
D. Stafford & Associates, a consulting firm
that specializes in campus safety and security, had reviewed the way reports were being made to make sure that Clery stats were
being counted correctly, Saindon said. The
Clery Act is a federal statute signed in 1990
that requires colleges and universities that
have federal financial aid programs to report
campus crime statistics and security information.
Changes to Maine’s marijuana laws last
year legalized recreational marijuana use
for those 21 and older, who can possess up
to 2.5 ounces of it. Marijuana summonses is
still against campus policy, Saindon said, but
it is now counted as civil, not a crime, and
therefore isn’t reported in the Clery stats. If
it’s considered civil, Saindon said, that would
only include a fine, whereas misdemeanor
crimes, Class E and above, would have to be
reported under the Clery Act, such as the unlawful furnishing of alcohol to a minor.
Saindon said that he doesn’t want to give
the impression that Public Safety were doing
anything wrong, if anything they were overcounting in their reports. He said that crimes
were down anyway due to the shift to prevention and education programming.
“It’s clear that the whole residential life
prevention and education programming has
had an impact,” he said.
Lowery, who has been director of residen-

Lauren McCallum / Design Director
Graphs showing the statistics reported from 2015 to 2017 in the Annual Security Report
and Annual Fire Safety Report from USM Public Safety.

tial life for the past year and a half, said that
their tactic is more developmental, to help
students work through what is going on and
get any help they need.
“We want students to have honest conversations about what is really impacting their
life,” she said. They focus on finding the
motivations behind a student’s use of alcohol
or drugs and helping them find better alternatives.
Lowery said that it’s better both for the
community and the students when disciplinary actions are taken care of in-house when
it comes to situations such as alcohol or drug
use. It allows them to focus on being developmental, she added.
“We’re more about trying to connect people to resources and helping keep up community standards at the school more than trying
to discipline somebody,” said Lowery.
Lowery also thinks that students have
shifted their focus in college to being more

academically minded, those who are more
focused in reaching academic goals than the
social drinking and drug use.
First year residential students have Living
Learning Communities, a program where
they attend a course with the other students
they are living with, encouraging more interactions among students, Lowery said.
“We’ve done a lot more closer ties with
academics, which helps try to keep that
academic focus in the residence halls,” said
Lowery. “I also think our students are looking for an environment that benefits their
education.”
Lowery said that studies have shown that
living on campus has a positive impact on
GPA, retention and persistence to graduate.
“Students are taking the investment of living on campus more seriously,” she said.
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USM alumnus helped create tax credit for graduates
Opportunity Maine Tax Credit program helps pay off student loans
Valerie Kazarian
Staff Writer
Andrew Bossie, a USM alumnus from
2007, was at the forefront of state legislation
that became the centerpiece of Maine’s college affordability strategy. Bossie, a political
science major, had helped create the Opportunity Maine Tax Credit program that offers refunds of state income taxes with the potential
of eliminating, over 10 years, the entire student loan amount.
Bossie, a native of Caribou, Maine, is from
a lower middle-class family and knew he was
going to have to pay his own way through
college. The oldest of four children, he was a
first-generation student who worked and took
out student loans to stay in college. Although
he started as a theater major in 2003, by the
following year he found himself drawn to a
citizen’s initiative to prevent discrimination
in employment and housing to Maine’s LGBTQ+ community, and his life in community
activism began.

natures – more than the number needed - and
when that was accomplished, he was able to
coordinate moving the petition through the
legislative process.
Since graduating from USM, Bossie has
worked in leadership roles with several Maine
social justice organizations including Opportunity Maine, the Maine AIDS Alliance, and
Maine Citizens for Clean Elections. He is now
the Executive Director of Friends of Katahdin
Woods and Waters.
In 2008, the college loan reimbursement
initiative passed unanimously in the Maine
State House and by a two thirds margin in
the Senate and “An Act to Allow Tax Credit
for College Loan Repayment” was adopted.
This act, popularly known as the Opportunity
Maine Tax Credit program, has been amended
several times since 2008 for fine tuning but
it remains the only college debt program for
the majority of students in Maine. There is
currently an attempt to further amend the program to streamline the
Six months after graduation, USM students

“We wanted to create legislation that addressed
student debt for those who went to school in Maine,
live in Maine and work in Maine.

- Andrew Bossie
USM Alumnus

That initiative passed and Bossie tuned his
thoughts to other social justice concerns. He
knew his own student debt was growing. Still
a student, he watched as students dropout of
school because of debt and his sister had postponed her own college education because of
affordability concerns. Through his participation in the 2004 initiative, Bossie had learned a
lot about Maine’s citizen initiative process and
made important connections.
Bossie organized a group to “think up legislation,” he said, to prevent Maine’s brain drain
- young, educated people who leave the state
to find employment elsewhere.
“We wanted to create legislation that addressed student debt for those who went to
school in Maine, live in Maine and work in
Maine,” Bossie said. “The people of Maine
want to be fair and to help each other, so a fundamentally fair piece of legislation had a good
chance of winning.”
Bossie knew that a citizens initiative would
require sixty thousand petition signatures. He
had contacts at all fourteen of Maine’s colleges and universities due to his previous initiative work to help collect those. Each school
was charged with getting five thousand sig-

will be making their first student loan payment. By taking advantage of the Opportunity
Maine Tax Credit, that loan burden can be significantly reduced or, in some cases, eliminated. According to Forbes, the average student
loan debt in 2016 was $37,172, but Maine’s
program promises to reimburse “student loan
payments for college graduates who live and
work in Maine,” according to the website.
A student who has graduated from a Maine
college or university and continues to live in
Maine, applies for a job with a Maine employer. All Maine employers are included in this
program. As an employee earns a salary, state
income taxes are deducted. When the state income tax forms are completed and filed each
spring, the employee may be reimbursed with
a tax credit for their student loan payments
for each year. The tax refund is equal to the
amount of the loan paid to the lender minus
the amount owed to the state for income tax.
The formula is this: Total paid in loan payment
for the year – state income tax owed = refund
from the state in tax credit.
“To take advantage of the credit, a taxpayer
completes the credit worksheet on their Maine
income tax return,” said David Heidrich,

Director of Communications for the Maine
Department of Administrative and Financial
Services. “If they’re using a commercially
available tax preparation software, it will generally prompt the user to consider completing
this worksheet if their tax situation seems to
warrant doing so,” he said.
Those who graduated prior to 2008 do not
qualify and each graduation year has a different application form. While there is a cap
on how much will be reimbursed, and there
are certain conditions for qualifying for this
credit, this is one way to alleviate all or part
of the loan repayment burden. The program is
set up to pay off the average student loan in
ten years.
Heidrich also said that his office is attempting to replace the program.
“This legislation was a common-sense
proposal to simplify the Opportunity Maine
Photo courtesy of Friends of
program intended to make it easier for both
Katahdin Woods and Waters
taxpayers and Maine Revenue Services to calAndrew
Bossie,
a USM alum from 2007,
culate the credit amount,” Heidrich said. The
proposal, Heidrich said, failed in the legisla- now the Executive Director of Friends of
ture.
Katahdin Woods and Waters.
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Next semester brings changes to bookstore
Elimination of textbooks to make space for general reading and merch
fore her graduation in 2004. She has witnessed first hand how much the buying market for textbooks has changed over the years.
Keeping a close eye on textbook shopping
The USM bookstore will undergo a ma- patterns she noticed that year after year the
jor change in the upcoming spring semester, percentage of students shopping online verremoving many of the long metal shelves sus in-store was increasing.
stocked with course textbooks that line that
back of the store as USM shifts toward online-only purchasing.
A contract has been made with a virtual
bookstore, eCampus, in an effort to modernize the way that students buy and sell their
books. This change will provide students
with better pricing, convenient online buybacks and a longer return policy, according to a presentation given to the Academic
Deans by Jeanne Paquette, the Vice President of Corporate Engagement and Auxiliary Services, and Catherine Johnson, General
Manager of the USM bookstore.
eCampus has been in business for nearly
twenty years, providing online bookstore solutions to hundreds of colleges and universities. According to materials provided by
eCampus, their objective is to offer students
the best prices by actively monitoring daily
market prices and adjusting theirs accordingly. UMF and UMFK have already adopted eCampus purchasing and have reported
positive results and overall student savings
Together Paquette and Johnson began exin textbook purchasing, said Paquette.
ploring ways to make the buying and selling
Johnson has worked for the bookstore process more efficient for students and facsince 2001, starting as a work-study student ulty. After identifying eCampus as the best
and applied for a staff position in 2003 be- option, Johnson gathered deans, faculty and
Melissa Fraser
Staff Writer

A contract has been
made with a virtual
bookstore, eCampus,
in an efort to
modernize the way
that students buy and
sell their books. This
change will provide
students with better
pricing, convenient
online buybacks and a
longer return policy.

Dionne Smith / Director of Photography
Next semester students will find less textbooks on the shelves in the bookstore, with books
for general reading or books authored by faculty and merchandise will take its place

staff from all three USM campuses in support of moving toward online ordering and
the proposal was approved by Glenn Cummings, president of USM.
The buyback process will also improve for
students, specifically those on the Lewiston/
Auburn and Gorham campus. Traditionally,
a bookstore staff member would visit these
campuses for one or two days to buy books.
This was challenging for some students as
these dates did not always coincide with
their schedules, or the timeframe of the class
ending. Now, with eCampus, students have
the option to sell back their books online.
eCampus will provide a free shipping label
and give students a few different reimbursement options. If they opt for store credit
they’ll receive a higher amount for the book
and be able to apply the credit toward their
books for the next semester.
This will be a more gradual change for
faculty members, who will begin using
eCampus to adopt books for their courses
in the fall 2019 semester. While the site and
design will be different, the overall process

will remain the same. According to the presentation provided by Paquette and Johnson,
this will simplify the process of getting a free
desk copy; professors will be able to request
at the same time as putting in a requisition.
While there is no longer an option for students to shop for textbooks in person, the
bookstore staff will still be around to help.
They will have an iPad kiosk available to
assist students in navigating the website and
purchasing process. Students will also have
access to phone and internet support provided by eCampus.
The elimination of textbooks in the bookstore will provide more space for general
interest reading, books written by faculty
members, USM merchandise and clothing
and an increase of Maine Law items. A potential name change is also being considered
as the brick and mortar store transitions fully
into a student service center. There will be
no staff layoffs, but their job descriptions
and day to day tasks will change as employees move into new roles.
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Sororities continue to exist despite decline

Two remaining groups at USM, Alpha Zi Delta and Kappa Iota
Nicholas Schleh
Staff Writer
Despite the decline of Greek life nationwide in recent
years, two active sororities at USM still exist and continue to
work in helping their community and provide a platform for
students to make lasting bonds. Alpha Xi Delta and Kappa
Iota or as they are nationally known, Kappa Delta Phi National Affiliated Sorority are the remaining chapters at USM
and together make up over 50 students.
Universities across the country are seeing a decline in
Greek life and organizations such as U.S. News publish
articles questioning if Greek life is worth saving. However
the sororities at USM aren’t following this pattern, they are
growing stronger and building communities of young women preparing for the professional word.
“It has definitely made me more confident in myself,”
said Emma Dolan, president of Alpha Xi Delta, about her
experiences with Greek Life. Dolan heads the organizational
structure of Alpha Xi Delta. She oversees the weekly chapter meetings, philanthropy events, and the various fundraisers every year where all of the proceeds go towards Autism
Speaks. Alpha Xi Delta is a national sponsor of Autism
Speaks, an organization that strives to increase a global understanding acceptance of Autism.
Their fundraisers consist of events at Chipotle, kickball
tournaments, dinners and their biggest fundraiser “Xi Man,”
a male pageant where they simultaneously entertain those in
attendance and educate them about Autism awareness.
Kappa Iota upholds similar values. “Philanthropy is one
of the pillars that our national organization was built on,”
said current president Karlee Paradis, “We like to spread the
love, so we get involved in as many local philanthropic organizations as we can.”

“It’s about making friends, a sisterhood of people that I have. I’ve
met my best friends that I wouldn’t
have met otherwise. It brings people together based on the values
that we have.”
- Emma Dolan
President of Alpha Xi Delta
Paradis said that she is optimistic about the future of Greek
life at USM. “From raising money for important causes, running community events, rallying around our brothers, sisters
and community members during times of crisis and loss, we
are just capable of doing so much good, and I would be devastated to see USM lose any means to provide their students
opportunities to do good out there in the world.”
David Lewis, the faculty advisor for Greek life at USM
said that an important part of the college experience is to
meet new people and grow as a person.“It’s becoming a part

Photo courtesy of Alpha Xi Delta’s Facebook Page
USM students from the sorority Alpha Xi Delta, one of the remaining two at the university. From left to right: Shereen
Toolabi, Seve Deery-DeRaps, BreeAnna Wilmot, Jasmyn Dipietro and Jill Vigneault.

of a group on campus… working together to put on events
on campus,” Lewis said. “It’s such a big part of college; having a group of students that you are so strongly connected
with being a brother or a sister...it’s an awesome experience
for students”.
Dolan said in despite of stereotypical views of Greek life,
none of her sisters post pictures of partying because that’s
not the sorority’s purpose.
“We represent something bigger than ourselves when we
wear our letters,” she said. Dolan thinks that Alpha Xi Delta
is definitely more community oriented, “It’s about making
friends, a sisterhood of people that I have. I’ve met my best
friends that I wouldn’t have met otherwise. It brings people
together based on the values that we have.” The values Alpha XI Delta holds strong are sisterhood, knowledge, leadership and service, according to Dolan. “It’s about friendship…people who will push us to be the best that we can
be,” said Dolan.
Both sororities feel that the USM community benefits
from their presence. “Kappas are always ready and willing
to lend a helping hand, we are often recognized by others for
our kindness,” Paradis said, “which is something that makes
me endlessly proud, as both a sister, and as president.”
This is important for the remaining Greek chapters as
there are fewer pledges each year. Kappa Iota has 11 active
members and Alpha Xi Delta has 40.
Paradis said that while it’s stressful being president of the
Kappa Iota sorority, it’s a position that means a lot to her. “It
means so much to me to have the opportunity to put in hard

“From raising money for important
causes, running community events,
rallying around our brothers, sisters and community members
during times of crisis and loss, we
are just capable of doing so much
good, I would be devastated to see
USM lose any means to provide
their students opportunities to do
out in the world.”

- Karlee Paradis
President of Kappa Iota

work to maintaining a chapter that myself and my sisters,
past and present, care so very deeply about,” she said.
Dolan also added that their chapter has a close relationship with the national chapter. She has gone to Washington
D.C. to meet other sisters from around the country. Dolan’s
favorite part of her experience in Greek life has been the
relationships made, “It’s not just for four years, it’s for life.”
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Free entertainment resources from the library
Access online movies, books, music, photos and more

Hailey Wood
Staff Writer
The library at USM has free resources for
students and faculty that many may not know
about, from movies to books, they all are accessible by logging into your USM account,
accessing the library website and searching
under “databases and guides.”
Elizabeth Bull, a library specialist at Glickman Library and a USM alumna, never got to
use these resources as a student. “I finished
my undergraduate here last December and I
didn’t know any of these existed until I started
working here,” she said. “I don’t have my own
Netflix, I borrow my friends, so for me these
would have been really cool to know because I
definitely would have used them more often.”
Academic Video Online Premium (AVON)
is a resource that includes documentaries,
movies, interviews, news programs and much
more.
On Ancestry Library, some of the services
that would normally run for $100 or more
to find out more about your family heritage,

Free databases on the
library’s website:
-Academic Video Online
Premium
-Ancestry Library
-Films on Demand
-Digital Theatre Plus
-Cloud Library
-Flickr
-Hobbies & Crafts Reference Center
-Maine Music Box
-Naxos Music Library
-Open Music Library
-NovelList Plus

can be accessed for free through the USM
databases. “When you’re in college you can’t
shell out that kind of money just to do a little
research on your family,” Bull said. Though
not exactly like Ancestry.com, it’s an alternative for people who want to save money when
looking into their family or other projects.
Films on Demand is a resource for documentaries that you wouldn’t find on Netflix
or other paid streaming sites. It’s, “stuff you
don’t see on Netflix,” Bull explained. “A lot of
things that you see on PBS too, that are older
and harder to find.”
Digital Theatre Plus is another service for
entertainment. It streams video of British theatre production, such as plays by Shakespeare.
You can find this resource by searching “Digital Theatre Plus” in the database search.
Cloud Library has non academic audiobooks and ebooks that are free and can be
accessed from a phone, tablet or computer.
When you reach the page click login and when
prompted to enter your library card ID, enter
the black numbers underneath the barcode on
your student ID.

Another useful resource Bull mentioned
was Flickr for photographs, specifically the
Commons, a public photography archive.
“Say you needed to use certain pictures for a
project or something, or you were just curious,
‘I wonder what pictures there are about this’
and you wanted to use it somewhere, the commons is cool because its public,” said Bull.
USM students can also use their USM ID
card to checkout books, audiobooks, and movies at the Baxter Memorial Library, which is
only a five to seven minute walk from the
Gorham campus. Your ID must have been activated for library use. If you’ve ever checked
out a book, your card is activated. If you have
any questions you can ask a librarian to check
for you.
There is a wide variety of resources made
available through the library. Outside of
movies, documentaries and books there are
resources for hobbies and crafts through the
Hobbies & Crafts Reference Center, music
through Maine Music Box, Naxos Music Library and Open Music Library and book reviews through NovelList Plus.

WINTER SESSION

Put your winter
break to work.

Earn up to 4.5 credits in 4 weeks!

December 21, 2018 - January 18, 2019

REGISTER TODAY
usm.maine.edu/winter or call 207-780-5230
FY2019-273737420
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Margo Halverson’s photos on display in Glickman
MECA professor presents collection of iPhone photographs
Zoe Bernardi
Staff Writer

how the show was created, whether the artist
was chosen first or the concept, Froehlich had
said that every show is different, the way the
The newest exhibit at Glickman Library artist is chosen, either by application or chosen
features an iphone photography series by lo- by her. She chose Halverson first and then crecal artist Margo Halverson, a professor at ated the show alongside her.
Maine College of Art (MECA) in the graphic
design program. In the exhibit called “If I had
Known,” Halverson’s artist statement reads,
“I believe in the urgency,
“Moments are up for grabs. It is time that I
fragility, and pondering
look curiously at to recognize loss and simultaneously become lost… These glimpse, taken
stance photography’s
with an iphone always in my pocket, remind
role can play. Frame it,
me I was there facing front. I was awake, it is
all fragile, it is beautiful and never too much.”
record it, tuck it away
The show has a collection of 45 photobecause it is more than
graphs that feature small moments in Halverson’s life, showing places she has been,
what you see, it is about
her children and dog. As stated on the USM
being present and
art department website, “Margo Halverson’s
large scale photographs were made with an
caressing time.”
iPhone… It asks the question ‘Are we living
well?’ Small moments of parenthood, partnership, and family–children sleeping, playing
- Margo Halverson
outside, at the beach, making dinner, bathing,
Professor at Maine College of Art
checking on the dog–the juncture the viewer
imagines between the photographs as well as
the medium pull the images together as a truly
“Everyone knows her bookwork, not her
contemporary family portrait. Have a self con- photographs, I wanted her photos to come to
scious diaristic quality that records the ephem- life,” Froehlich said.
eral moments of domesticity.”
Halverson said that she had never had a plan
Halverson has taught at MECA for over for this show, she was just photographing what
twenty years. Margo also owns a graphic de- was around her at the time.
sign company called Alice Design Commu“I document everywhere, not consciously
nications, and has worked designing books with an intent of making a good photograph
covers.
and I’m definitely not photographing conAfter walking through the exhibit, it’s no- sciously for a series, it just works that way beticeable how different Halverson’s artwork is cause of what I care about, notice, and how I
compared to the last show in Glickman. Her see the frame and light,” she said. ”What was
photos are raw and look unedited, as if every very deliberate was choosing which images
photo was taken effortlessly. The dog wander- would be in the show and what would be to
ing away, the children not looking at the lens, the right and left of each one.”
show that the pictures are candid. They em“If I had Known” began with thousands of
body the theme of being small moments.
photos to edit put together into one project,
Denise Froehlich, the current USM Halverson said. She credited Froehlich with
and Maine Museum of Photographic Arts her help in the project.
(MMPA) director, and curator of this show,
“She helped me see the image anew, what
said that the show took over a year and a half each held and connoted in terms of ‘it’s not
to create. Halverson had over 57,000 photos, about a backyard, but it’s about vulnerability’
together they narrowed it down to 68, and then for example,” said Halverson.
to 45 pictures in total. Froehlich and HalverFrom the photographs she captured, Halverson are colleagues and have known each other son picked out the one of her daughter as one
for a long time. Their children go to the same that stood out to her.
school, and the two of them have worked on
“A photograph I’ve always responded to is
various projects together. When asked about the girl, my daughter, with the pink western

Ian Beckett / Staff Photographer
“If I had Known,” an exhibit by Margo Halverson, a professor from the Maine College of Art,
is on display on the fifth floor of Glickman, featuring 45 photographs shot with an iPhone.

hat in the bed, cartoons are on tv, a fencing
uniform is hung to dry in a sunny window,”
she said. “So much is in the narrative, yet it’s
nothing but a moment in a specific and familiar place. Though it’s a moment that is graceful and noticed, recorded, and now, years later
a part of ‘If I had Known.’”
“I believe in the urgency, fragility, and pondering stance photography’s role can play.
Frame it, record it, tuck it away because it is

more than what you see, it is about being present and caressing time. I think they ask more
of the viewer, like the moments ask of me. I
hope each wall, each chapter, asks the viewer
to pay attention, be aware, it’s all passing.”
“If I had Known” will be on the fifth floor
Glickman Library from Oct. 25 to Jan. 27,
2019. Halverson will be having an artist talk
and reception on Nov. 15 at 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
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Theater Review: Portland Stage’s Refuge Malja
Play by Maine-based playwright, Bess Welden
Jacob Forbes
Staff Writer
Portland Stage is premiering a topical
work this fall with Refuge Malja. The play
was written by Bess Welden, a Mainebased playwright who collaborated with
Ali Al-Mshakheel in translating portions
of the play into Arabic. It centers around
Jamie, played by Brooke Parks, a JewishAmerican photojournalist covering the
still-ongoing Syrian Refugee Crisis, but on
the Greek coast in 2015 when international
attention was being given to the refugees in
their plights to find new homes in Germany
and other European countries.
Welden has tried with Refuge Malja to
triangulate and dramatize a certain connection she made in 2015 while watching the
migration crises on television, which she
describes in the program notes. According to which, she had a relative who was a
photojournalist in Greece at that time who
had taken photos of the refugees’ shoes that
had been discarded on the Greek beaches.
Welden realized that each of those shoes
“represents an individual human being
with a story—and a lot of the shoes had
obviously belonged to kids.” She also realized a certain “circularity” with Syrian refugees fleeing to Germany when there had
been thousands of Jews that were fleeing
from Germany less than 100 years ago to
escape Nazi persecution and murder.
Unfortunately, all of these earnest con-

nections Welden made as a television spectator and as a world citizen tuned into the
horrible pathos of lone shoes found like orphans on Europe’s beaches, fail to mature
into any type of theatrical product. Instead,
the play takes the majority of its singular
act focusing on Jamie and her distraught
feelings.
The four other characters in the play, a
brilliant Arabic journalist and former love
interest of Jamie named Ibrahim, played
by Amro Salama, a refugee boy that Jamie met on a Greek beach while taking
photos named Waleed, played by Hussein
Al-Mshakheel, this performance, the two
mothers of Jamie and Ibrahim played by
the singular Shauna Bloom and Jamie’s
imaginary friend the Wolf, all seem subsidiary to the major drama going on inside
Jamie’s heart. The origins of her inner drama are pointed out but remain vague. The
viewer understands she has conflicts with
herself, her mother and her former lover,
but the development needed to make any
of this engaging remains missing. Instead
Jamie has an imaginary Wolf that speaks to
her, haunts her, and eventually points her in
the direction of her Jewish-American roots
and the story of her grandfather’s attempt
to flee Germany on a boat.
The story invites a thorough examination
of the kind of violence that forces people to
flee from their homelands. Unfortunately,
one act is too short for even a satisfying
synopsis, or some emotional depth. A historically-based drama needs to be able to

Photo courtesy of Aaron Flacke, Portland Stafe
From left to right: Brooke Parks as Jamie, a Jewish-American photojournalist covering the
ongoing Syrian Refugee Crisis, and Armo Salama as Ibrahim, an Arabic journalist.

convey the history that is propelling it, in
some form however suggestive, but Jamie
crowds the stage, dominates the dialogue,
and turns the brutal existence of an orphaned boy on the Greek coast into a problem about her, about her past relationship
and about her Grandfather who she has
never met. Making connections between
personal histories is certainly a foundation
for understanding and for communication,
but these triangulations between people
and pain never move past their infant stages of recognition in Refuge Malja. They are
not developed into something resembling
a wholistic statement, just separate snapshots of pain that have been bound together
in a single volume.
There are good moments in the play, but
they are limited. The bilingual structure
of the play underscores its major theme of
communication between different cultures
and different periods in history. Jamie and
Waleed teach each other words in their respective languages using a point-and-shoot

camera, Ibrahim reads his Arabic poems to
Jamie and then translates them, and Jamie
communicates with her past with the help
of her old friend Wolf. Despite being Jamie-centric, the play is effective in bringing the fresh sound Arabic to a stage in
Maine and skillfully placing it throughout
the dialogue to make anyone more curious
about the language and culture it comes
from.
It is a disappointment to see the refugee
crisis treated in an undeveloped way. Perhaps this crisis, especially as Americans
understand it from the television and internet, is just too broad and far reaching to be
rendered satisfactorily, in 2015, from our
safe little living rooms. The conglomerate
pain of these current millions of refugees
really cannot be summed up with an image of a shoe, or by connecting them to
European Jews in years past. These are
steps in the right direction in the process
of understanding, but they are ultimately
beginnings.
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New dance collective formed by USM students

Krush Dance Krew performs hip-hop inspired urban dance style
Alyson Peabody
Staff Writer
A group of students at USM have started a new dance collective called Krush Dance Krew (KDK) earlier this year. KDK
performs in a hip-hop inspired urban dance style to Korean
pop songs (KPOP). While being influenced by KPOP, they are
also inspired by choreography performed by their “World of
Dance” idol, Kinjaz, and videos posted by South Korean youtube channel, 1Million Dance Studio.
KDK’s mission is to inspire others and make dancing more
prominent in Maine.
KDK officially started in January 2018.
“It took us many days to finalize a name that we all liked,”
said group member, Cherlline Ouch. “Krush just came to us.
When we heard this name we were like, ‘This is it.’”
The group loved the double meaning that the word ‘krush’
had. “You could have a ‘krush’ on us” and “we can ‘krush’ our
competition,” Ouch said.
The group was founded by Kristina Heng (24), Moutwei
Chap (20), Michelle Ouch (20), Cherlline Ouch (20), and Skylar Lon (19). What had started as a fun group of dancers learning the latest choreography together grew into a professional
group, adding two members, Kevin Li (23) and Aira Setimo
(21), after KDK was established.

Their first show was at Students Without Borders Association’s (SWBA) Xposure 2018 showcase. SWBA is a multicultural organization at USM that educates about diversity and
student cultures, aspiring to share culture within the group and
the community.
KDK has also performed at the “Waking Windows” exhibition held at the Portland campus in September and USM’s
2018 Annual Social Justice Summit.
KDK travelled out of state to University of Massachusetts
Lowell (UML) to contribute to their Asian Night on March 25,
2018. Michelle Ouch and Cherlline Ouch are twin sisters who
are half Cambodian and Chinese. Chap is Cambodian and Chinese. Heng is Cambodian. Setimo is Phillipino. Li is Chinese.
Lon is French and Cambodian.
When the group isn’t taking part in live performances they
are rehearsing routines, cultivating their online audience by
recording and posting their dance covers on their Youtube
channel, Krush Dance Krew. They recently uploaded a video
of their cover dance to South Korean singer, Taeyeon, hit song
“Why” from their performance at UML’s Asian Night.
Their goal for the year is to perform at University of Massachusetts Amherst’s Asian Night. This event is well known
Katelyn Wiggins / Staff Photographer
among the Asian performing arts community in Massachusetts.
To see their upcoming performances check out their Face- Krush Dance Krew, a dance group of USM students, got
book page @KrushDanceKrew and on their Youtube channel. dressed up for Halloween last week.

Join us for refined
country cuisine
served in an 18th
century farmhouse
THE BUXTONCOMMON.COM
1420 Long Plains Road
Buxton ME 04093
Tel: 207-298-9621
info@thebuxtoncommon.com

Present this ad for a complimentary
dessert with purchase of an entree.
Promotion available Tuesday through Thursday
and limited to 2 per table
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A Star is Born in Gaga and Cooper

Award season film has only just begun
Cody Curtis
Staff Writer
Every year from September to December, cinematic
accolades are discussed. While talking about the Oscars
and Golden Globes, is important, the power of the messages presented in certain films are even more crucialimportant. The new interpretation of A Star is Born presented
by Bradley Cooper and Lady Gaga is an example of this.
Powerful, musically strong and all around beautiful.
When Jackson Maine (Cooper), a very successful country rockstar, stumbles into a bar, he discovers a new talent. Ally (Gaga) is a young woman, with an extraordinary
ability to sing and create music. Maine is immediately intrigued by Ally. At one of his concerts he invites her to
perform with him on stage. While unwilling at first, she
takes a leap of faith and after the concert is completed love
for Maine and her career start to explode as his begins to
decline.
Cooper and Gaga shine as Maine and Ally. The brilliance of it, is the contrasting emotion. Cooper gives us a
picture of a falling star who is depressed, with no escape
until he finds love. This is Cooper’s best performance to
date, not just because the strength of emotion shown, not
just because of the music, but because Jackson Maine is
a damaged man looking for a sense of hope, a sense of
helping people.
The performance of the film and quite possibly the
entire year however belongs to Gaga. Ally is character,
which seems to be tailored for the music sensation to play,
but even so she provides the audience with a star truly being born. Ally is a character, with a sense of vulnerability,
who is not ready to showcase her talent with the rest of
the world. She is a representation of so many out there
who dream of helping the world, with their own brand of
creativity and talent. It is a performance for the ages and
one that will rock you to the core.
A Star is Born is a musically driven film and within the
first scene, we get the chance to see how great the music
will be. Cooper trained for six months to be able to perform with Gaga and the work pays off. The music is very
much a character in the film as much as Jackson Maine
and Ally. Each song reveals something new about the plot
and about the emotions of each individual on screen and it
will make your toe tap. You may even want to sing along.
Stories about creativity are rampant in recent years,
however no film up to this year in this writers humble
opinion, has matched the true meaning of suffering for
your art. Throughout the run time, the audience is told
time and time again, when creating something, the message has to come first. One scene in particular emphasizes
this very point. Jackson Maine is telling Ally, that if she
does not hold on to her truth and her message, she might
as well not be creating at all. In today’s society, where

A&C
Listings
Monday, November 5
Musical Theatre Master Class with Broadway
Artst, Amy Justman
Corthell Concert Hall, Gorham
2 - 6 p.m.
Free and open to the public

Tuesday, November 6
Lecture: Political Violence in Latin America
with Dr. Clarisa Perez-Armendariz
Payson Smith 306
10:15 a.m.
Free

Wednesday, November 7
TV & Movie Themed Trvia Night
Hosted by Student Involvement & Activities
Lower Brooks, Gorham
8 p.m.
Free with USM ID

Friday, November 9

Photo courtesy of IMDB

there are so many films and music specifically tailored to
entertain, but not educate, or cause self-reflection this is a
critical message.
A Star is Born is a perfect title. Not only the film of introduces Lady Gaga into the spotlight of actress stardom,
but because of
the star of this cinematic masterpiece is
the music and the message. Every year film are produced,
but maybe once in a decade, or two does a film get released, which is entertaining, meaningful and reflects the
state of society in a perfect light.
The entertainment industry as a whole may not be a
complete mess, but according to A Star is Born it has a lot
of work to do. The best takeaway anyone watching this
film should have is to not be afraid or ashamed of the message you want to share with the world. Share it and be
proud of it.
If you have not already, make the time to go to your local movie theater to check this film out. It is a film that,
which will be timeless. IThis is a film, which will affect
anyone who watches it and most importantly it will encourage creativity and closer relationships with the people
around you. A Star is Born is the film of the decade.

Faculty Concert Series: Women in Song,
The XX Factor
Corthell Concert Hall, Gorham
8 p.m.
$15 adult, $10 seniors, USM employees &
alumni, $5 students

Thursday, November 15
“Eulogy for a Dyke Bar” Installation
& Artist Reception
AREA Gallery, Woodbury Campus Center
6 - 8 p.m.
Free

Friday, November 16
Dawnland Film Screening Event
Abromson Center, Hannaford Hall
5:30 p.m.
Free

Want to submit an event?
arts@usmfreepress.org
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Letter to the Editor

A message from the Student Body President
Katelyn Seavey
USM Student Body President
Fellow Huskies,
I write to you as your Student Body
President to remind you that this Election
Day, we have an incredible opportunity to
support USM by voting Yes on Question 4,
which is the University of Maine System
infrastructure bond that will invest $25.2
million directly in improving our campus
for current and future students.
While how you vote (or not) is certainly
a personal choice, as you have no doubt
heard from President Cummings, Ques-

tion 4 is a once-and-a-lifetime investment
that would have a transformative impact
on our campus. By way of comparison, the
last System-wide bond was authorized five
years ago and brought $4 million to USM.
If Question 4 passes, a large sum of
the money would be invested in Portland
to build a new Career & Student Success
center to replace Woodbury and serve as an
anchor to the exciting redevelopment of the
Portland campus that will also include new
student housing and a graduate center. The
bond would also double the size of USM’s
nursing simulation lab to allow for an increase in enrollment, invest millions to improve and expand STEM classrooms/labs

and modernize residence halls in Gorham
to increase student satisfaction.
Because of the direct benefits the bond
would bring to USM and our fellow students, the USM Student Senate unanimously voted to endorse Question 4, the
first ballot issue in recent memory we have
taken a formal position on.
While many of us will graduate before
these major projects are completed, the
positive impact this bond would have on
the long-term success and sustainability
of our campus and our community simply
cannot be overstated. A positive vote on
Question 4 will send an important message
that Maine values and supports its public

universities and position us for increased
State funding and donor giving which
helps keeps tuition affordable for us.
As students, this is a way we can make a
real difference not only for our fellow students and USM, but for our state’s future.
If you have more questions about Question 4, you can visit www.facebook.com/
Yes4MainesWorkforce or come hear Chancellor Page and President Cummings speak
about the bond at a campus-wide meeting
this Friday, Nov. 2 at 9 a.m. in Luther Bonney’s Talbot Hall.
On Nov. 6, I urge you to join me in voting for USM and for Question 4.

Guest Editorial

All work and no play still won’t pay off your
student loans, but a game show might
Katie Letellier
USM ‘19
In July, truTV aired a new game show
called “Paid Off”. The show consists of
three contestants competing to win prize
money. The catch is that each contestant
has a crippling amount of debt, student
loan debt, that they are hoping to pay off or
at least lower a bit by answering questions
similar to that of “Family Feud”.
Sure, it is somewhat insulting that the
show resorts to asking survey-type questions to college-educated people, but it is
also an easy cash giveaway that is necessary due to the prevalence of student loan
debt among college graduates.
There have been op-eds criticizing the
show, writing it off as exploitive. But
those people are missing the mark. The sad
truth is it is not easy to pay off your student loans and the situation is only getting
worse with more students having to take
out bigger loans.
If you’re enraged by the show, be enraged not only that it exists but that it has to
exist. By no means am I saying that “Paid
Off” isn’t exploitive, but for the winners,

it’s also a way to get out of what could very
well be lifelong debt.
Don’t forget that the contestants willingly appear on the show, probably because
they feel the potential gain is worth the loss
of dignity. The dystopian nature of a T.V.
show like this is reflective of the doomed
reality many American college-bound students face.
Last June, Forbes estimated that 68 percent of undergraduates will take out student loans to get a bachelor’s degree in the
United States. The average debt for a college graduate is around $30,000.
If you find yourself in the same situation
as millions of other Americans you probably know that there are three ways out of
student loan debt: paying off, moving out
(of the country), and death. Bankruptcy,
while a viable solution in many other forms
of debt, is not an option when facing crippling student loans.
I choose option one. I’d like to pay off
my loans. I have a manageable amount of
debt. Even though I have accumulated debt
well into the tens of thousands, it could
have been a lot worse for me.
My freshman year I attended a pricey
private college that gave me almost no fi-

nancial aid. Valuing the typical college experience more than anything, I bit the bullet and took out a private loan that would
allow me to attend my dream school. Had
I not transferred out after one year, had I
taken that loan out three more times, I
would have been close to $100,000 in debt
by graduation and only had a liberal arts
degree to show for it. I consider that a life
sentence.

hurt borrowers.
In July, Trump-appointed Education Secretary, Betsy DeVos began efforts to roll
back measures that prevented for-profit
institutions and loan servicers from taking advantage of student borrowers. She
went as far as to sue states that did not participate in the deregulations. Just this past
month, DeVos was ordered by a federal
judge to initiate Obama Era student loan
forgiveness. Key word “ordered,” because,
despite it being her job, she was stalling the
program that would help millions of struggling college graduates.
We can’t let this continue. Whether or
not you have stake in the issue, you don’t
want an entire generation to be deterred
from seeking higher education, and going
to college shouldn’t feel like gambling on
your future success.
While the people in charge of fixing the
- Katie Letellier
student loan crisis are sleeping, truTV is
USM ‘19
offering support in the form of “Paid Off.”
The show is not perfect, but it is not the
enemy nor the problem. So, if your dignity
Though the problem did not start with costs less than your student loans, put on
the Trump Administration, they are not do- your fool’s cap and pray you get on “Paid
ing much to help. In, fact it feels like the Off.”
opposite. Some of their policies appear to

“...Forbes estimated
that 68 percent of
undergraduates will
take out student loans
in the U.S.”
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Living the “good
life” in college

Try a little positive psychology
Garry Wickerd, Ph.D.
Doctoral Intern, USM
Counseling Services
When mental health practitioners such
as psychologists and therapists tell other
people what they do, sometimes they get
comments such as “are you going to analyze me?” This type of reaction hits at the
core of what psychology represents in the
minds of most people - it’s about what’s
wrong with someone mentally or psychopathology.

There is no doubt that it is important to
diagnose and treat mental health problems.
However, another brand of psychology,
called positive psychology, views humans
from a different perspective. Positive psychologists argue that it is just as important
to focus on people’s strengths to foster
mental health and what is called the “good
life.”
You might be asking how does this apply
to students in college? For college students,
life is stressful but also exciting. There is
homework, grades, attending classes and a

busy social life, not to mention financial
stress and working part-time for most. On
the other hand, being successful at learning and in relationships is rewarding and
exciting. Sometimes the excitement and
success of college life is not enough to
outweigh the stresses. For some students,
stressors lead to feeling tired, depressed
and anxious. When this happens it is hard
to believe that one is living the “good life.”
Without some purposeful planning in life
activities, it is difficult to find the “good
life.”
Martin Seligman, the founder of Positive Psychology, has identified three core
aspects to living the “good life”: positive
emotion, engagement in fulfilling work
and altruism.
Positive emotion is experiencing immediate pleasure such as when someone tells
a funny joke.
Engagement in fulfilling work is applying one’s strengths to particular tasks such
that time seems to stand still. For example,
a student might get so interested in studying a topic that they aren’t aware of how
much time has passed since they started.
Finally, altruism is the dedication of self
and one’s strengths to something involving
benefit to others such as volunteering at a
charity event or service agency.
Positive psychology researchers have
found that engagement in all three of these
areas results in greater overall happiness
for individuals, but also fewer symptoms

of depression, anxiety and exhaustion.
The key is purposely planning activities
in these three areas.
First, students in college should plan
to spend time enjoying activities such as
movies, eating good food, exercising and
socializing - all positive emotion generators.
Second, finding engagement in fulfilling
work is what college is all about. While a
student is in college, interesting courses
and activities can be very engaging. Locating a major that will lead to employment
that focuses on using one’s strengths in
meaningful work is a long-term task of
creating engagement and ultimately satisfaction and self-confidence.
Finally, finding activities that contribute
to others beyond oneself will produce long
lasting feelings of fulfillment. This is altruism.
To be altruistic, students need to be connected to a cause or effort that they sincerely support that helps other people. It
could be a club, organization, or charity.
Ultimately, success living the “good
life” can be created by balancing these
three areas.
The take home message is if you are feeling depressed, anxious, or exhausted, take
a look at how you are balancing these three
areas of life. Making sure that you have a
little of all three could be life-changing in
a very positive way.

Letter to the Editor

Vote no on Question 4
Michael Robinson
USM ‘20
Dear Fellow students,
If, like me, you have received
numerous emails from USM, USM
President Glenn Cummings, the
Student Body President, alumni
and others attempting to tell you
how to vote, you may be wondering, what is so important about
Question 4 and why is it “a onceand-a-lifetime investment?” Well
here’s the truth, it is not. If Question 4 passes, USM will use 80
percent of the funds, or $19 million dollars for a “student center,”
something we already have, often
vacant. Simultaneously, students
are crammed into housing, there
is a shortage of parking, and as
you’re acutely aware, classrooms
reach unbearable temperatures
seasonally. Glenn Cummings says
that “Our students and Maine’s
economic vitality can’t wait,” but
don’t be fooled; similar to the

sense of false urgency a salesman
imposes to close a deal, so too does
your school administration. There
is no rush. Bond questions can fail
and be rewritten, to better represent you, your needs.
Lastly, please keep in mind that
Question 4 isn’t “a win-win for us
all,” as the school president has
promised. If Question 4 passes,
real Maine people, oftentimes
those in dire straits, those who
need their money most, will be the
people held responsible for repaying this bond. Please, for the sake
of Maine people, for your own
sake, vote “no” on Question 4.
Thank you for your consideration,
Michael Robinson
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Middle child syndrome - yes, it’s real

How birth order frames your reality as an adult in college
Cooper-John Trapp
Staff Writer
Sandwiched between the first born-child,
who is assumed accountable and granted responsibilities, and the youngest, who is presumed innocent and granted a get-out-of-jailfree-for-life card, the middle child can find
themselves starved for attention and acknowledgement. Despite parents’ best intentions,
this recurring phenomenon imprints certain
personality characteristics on a developing
child. Those traits, tied to birth order, we term
‘Middle Child Syndrome’ (MCS for short).
As a totally legit website, Middle Child Personality.com, summarizes: “children born in
the middle experience feelings of emptiness,
inadequacy and jealousy. It is also characterized by low self-esteem and extreme introversion...” In my experience, adult middle children are stereotypically considered moody,
melodramatic, apathetic and sensitive, and
have trouble maintaining relationships and
steady employment.
As the child grows, it experiences the same
needs as its siblings – attachment, security,
trust, positive regard – and like a flower next
to a window or a seed under a sidewalk, will
adapt to meet those needs however their environment presents as feasible.
Not without repercussions though.
If the child is unsuccessful at getting the
attention they need from their parents, they
begin to feel that they are not unconditionally
loved. Consequently, they do not easily trust
others. As such children grow up, these unmet
needs manifest as an amorphous blob, a need
to be assured of its security. But in the time of
highest need that certainty was absent. Middle
children acutely sense differential treatment
by their parents, and given their yet to be fully

developed brain, makes the most logical conclusion it can – that they will never be enough
to secure love and connection.
In the classic ‘Middle Child Syndrome,’
middle children’s achievements are given less
consideration than those of the eldest. For
their misbehavior, middle children receive
harsher punishments than the youngest (the
‘baby’ of the family), who because of relative
age is granted immunity.
Trapped between these poles, in the end
the middle child feels unappreciated, forgotten and unloved. To meet their unmet needs in
adolescence and beyond, middle children simultaneously flock to social life and maintain
a safe distrustful distance. They crave recognition for their efforts, since they felt that they
are overlooked and unrecognized, and thus are
often late to learn intrinsic motivation.
And yes, this very much impacts your college years.
College presents daunting challenges for
everyone: how to face new periods of time
without structure and without a clear figure to
turn to, and expectations of adult relationships
and adult-level work (just what is this thing
called a major people keep talking about?). As
a stereotypical middle child, I get hives just
thinking about responsibility.
Unacknowledged, MCS is ascribed to
moral failings, usually that we internalize. I’m
stupid. Why don’t I care? I must be lazy, just
like people always said. That girl in my women and gender studies class ghosted me after
class? Sigh. Well, shouldn’t be shocked—she
must have realized how boring I am.
Morbid, yes, but step one to making it
through college with a degree, a smile and a
box full of memories is to recognize yourself
and seek understanding. You are not lazy, you
just never got the chance to learn the satisfac-

tion of work. You are lovable – you just don’t
let anyone get close enough to hurt you like
you felt in the past. And you are smart – the
world drilled into you that you weren’t good
enough, it was never anything you did or
didn’t do.
Step two is closely watching your internal
reactions to life. Why am I feeling this way?
Are these thoughts and feelings plausibly true,
or are they sprung from a memory trace laid
long ago lighting up realities of years before?
Lean into these questions. Guilt and hurt is
bearable if you can manifest and engage it. It
is of great importance to take stock of yourself
and identify what you are feeling and what is

causing you issues or roadblocks. When you
know, you can focus yourself on the right activities.
Cut yourself some slack and understand that
what makes you tick is different. Respect the
way you feel and respond. It’s part of what
makes you, you, and whether you see it or not
these experiences teach you a lot about human nature. How? We are more open-minded,
savvy negotiators, and free from the smothering expectations borne by our older brothers
and sisters.
To all us middle children out there – you’re
damn great.
Just the way you are.
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Perspectives

Crossword

The solution to last
issue’s crossword

Sudoku
Level of difficulty: Easy
The object of a
sudoku is to fill
in the remaining
squares so that
every row, every
column, and
every 3 × 3 box
contains each
of the numbers
from 1 to 9
exactly once.

Word Search
Theme: Latin Foods

Cryptogram
Every letter in a
cryptogram stands for
another letter. Use the
hint to crack the code.

Search for the list of words in the grid of letters.
Grab a pen and circle each word as you find them.

burrito
chalupa
chorizo
enchilada
fajita
flauta
fritada
jicama
molote
nacho
panucho
queso
salsa
taco
tamale
tortilla
tostadas

PCZH HUWTPWE YFXEWM UFHPH SVM
KWHH PCVT Z SZLRMWE ZP XFRKE. Z LRWHH PVKU ZH UCWVY.
And here is your hint:
M=R

Horoscopes

Aries (March 21 - April 19)

Leo (July 23 - August 22)

Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21)

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)

Virgo (August 23 - September 22)

Capricorn (December 22 - January 19)

Teamwork comes naturally today. The urge to
cooperate with others is strong and your diplomacy makes the atmosphere pleasant.
Variety appeals today, so change your patterns a bit. Look for alternatives, other forms
of stimulation, and interest.

Caring and being cared for are in focus. Take action
on domestic matters, or devote energy to emotional
commitments.
You have to alter a past decision. Circumstances
have changed; you need to do things differently now.

Your intuition about a family member is right on.
Trust your feelings, but don’t try to get everything out
in the open.
Something pretty catches your eye. Indulge yourself
if you can afford it. Brighten up your life.

Gemini (May 21 - June 20)

Libra (September 23 - October 22)

Aquarius (January 20 - February 18)

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)

Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)

Pisces (February 19 - March 20)

Go through your things and give away or sell
what is no longer useful. Prepare for the new
by clearing out the old.
Money is used to make you or others more
comfortable. Buy something you’ve been
wanting.

Excessive sympathy could lead you to give too
much (financially, personally). Be sensible.

Your ideals and beliefs may be tested today on the
job. You may choose between your personal preferences and the good of the whole.

If you have slipped into a rut in relating, liven it up.
Change things around and you’ll find your interest
quickly reviving.
Your relationships are teaching you about freedom
today. Enjoy the uniqueness and independence of
those you love.

USM Community Page
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“What’s My Major?”

sure of the physical therapy
program details.
“I don’t know that much
on physical therapy, I should
probably do more research
on it. But, I’m only doing
physical therapy for the materialistic pros,” said Lin. “I
feel that i’m a little scared
that at some point I’m going
to get bored, like ‘I actually
don’t like this, I’m only doing it for the money, I’m going to die old and unhappy,’
but we’ll see.”

“You work with various
age groups and whatnot,
just helping regain mobility. With the elderly, you
might help with mobility
and balance. With pediatrics
it might be specifically for
diseases and things of that
nature,” Poulin said.
She originally wanted to
go into nursing, or become
a doctor, but Poulin found
that OT was a better fit due
to the fact that it’s only a five
year program for a masters
degree.
“I thought that going
Alana Poulin
Major: Health Sciences into the field where it helps
people regain their life--or
Field: Occupational gain their mobility so they
Therapy
can have a better standard of
living--intrigued me, instead
“Health science is a very of working in a hospital setbroad major to go into, be- ting where you don’t know

Asha Tompkins
Community editor

If you’re not sure what
major to choose, or you’ve
joined a major that sounds
good but you can’t choose
a specific field of study,
then don’t worry: you’re not
alone. The Free Press will
randomly choose a few students on a weekly basis to
explain what their major is
in a time limit of 25 seconds.
Their descriptions of why
they chose that major might
help you decide what career
path is best for you.

Steven Johnson
Major: Media Studies
Field: Screenwriting/
media writing
“Media studies is pretty
multifaceted, it depends on
which route you want to go
with it,” said Johnson. “For
me, it’s screenwriting or media writing. I’m still figuring
out which of the two I want
to do.”
He explained that you can
learn a lot about different
forms of media work, such
as TV, movies, social media
and how to make your own
work and how to critique
other people’s work.
“Media has always been
something I’ve been passionate about,” said Johnson.
“I grew up on movies and
TV and I didn’t even start
[with a major] in media studies; I started out with sports
management, then communications, then I wanted to
get more specific so I did
media studies. I wanted to do
something in movies and TV
and I think it’s the best opportunity for me to do that.”
The ability to tell a story
that can connect with people
is what draws Johnson to
movies. He likes movies that
make him think and feel.

media writing, physical therapy &
occupational therapy

job that’s secure and stable
I think that anything in the
health field is good. It’s
something that you can always rely on,” said Poulin.
“I think the biggest thing is
that you don’t want to go to
school for four to five years
and then not know if you can
get a job and not know how
much [money] you’re going
to make.”
She said that in OT, you
can figure out where you
want to live, find the range
of what type of salary you
might make and “find a job
that you could see yourself
in.”
“Being able to reflect on
what my major is and why I
chose it motivates me more
in the long term reason for
going to college,” said Pou-

Photo courtesy of Lian Lin
Lian Lin, her field of study is physical therapy

“To be able to do that to
another wide audience of
other people would be something that I’m really excited
to do,” Johnson said.
He stated that media is a
part of everyone’s lives. For
example, social media, Netflix and other streaming sites.
“There’s a lot to not only
learn about how the industries work, but what you can
do within it,” said Johnson.
“I think there’s a huge place
[media platforms] for providing a platform for your
own voice and using it to
connect with other people.”

Lian Lin
Major: Health Sciences
Field: Physical Therapy
“My major is health science, which is basically for
anyone who wants to go in
the medical field but isn’t
sure exactly what they want
to do yet,” said Lin. She said
she is interested in going into
the physical therapy pro-

gram. “I chose that because
it’s a job in the medical field
that doesn’t require math
on a daily basis… and they
make a lot of money.”
Lin said that she wanted to
do something dynamic and
social, similar to hospital
work, but in physical therapy
there is “more gratification.”
“You know they’re going to physically recover
eventually and so it’s emotionally rewarding,” said
Lin. “I would say it’s a job
for a people-person. You
have to be good with talking to people and social interaction type-stuff because
you’re going to be working closely with clients and
helping them recover, you’ll
go through their frustrations
and stuff so you have to be
open-minded and good with
people. So, if that’s not your
thing, don’t do it.”
She job-shadowed a physical therapist and decided
that it was a great day-to-day
job, however, she was un-

Alana Poulin, her field of study is occupational therapy.

cause you can go into various fields. I’m doing occupational therapy (OT),” said
Poulin. “OT is a type of
therapy in which you help
people regain their daily
functions.”
Poulin explained that it
differs from physical therapy, which focuses on one
specific area of the body. Occupational therapy focuses
on the entire body itself.

Photo courtesy of Alana Poulin

[their struggles],” said Poulin. “You’re on the other end
of things, helping people go
back out [into daily life].”
Poulin wanted to go into
the medical field to serve
people, something hands-on.
She said that you can serve
people in any way with any
job, but the medical field has
a steady, ongoing demand
for jobs.
“Technology is always
advancing, so if you want a

lin. “It’s easy to get frustrated with classes and think
that nothing is affecting my
major and what not, just having a five year plan or kind of
talking about the future just
helps rebuild the motivation
to continue and push through
classes that right now I might
not think have much impact,
but could have an impact on
me years down the road.”
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What they don’t tell you about...
Being the program director of a radio station

■■ Monday, November 5

Asha Tompkins
Community Editor
What most people don’t know about
being the program director of a community radio station is that it runs 24
hours a day without automation, meaning DJs are constantly on shift choosing the music. Jessica Lockhart, the
program director of the USM community radio station, WMPG, keeps tabs
on all of the DJs that produce the music, making sure that they follow the
rules of the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC).
“I’m paying attention to the DJs at 1
a.m., as well as 4 a.m.,” said Lockhart.
“I have this great opportunity to not just
work a nine-to-five. I can really stay up
late, don’t come in in the morning.”
Lockhart said that she has been unconventional her entire life and is used
to juggling jobs together and working
odd hours.
“I’ve been a volunteer at WMPG for
20 some years, but I got the program
director job two and a half years ago,”
she said.
Her favorite part of the job is interacting with the DJs and talk show hosts.
“Everybody here is really passionate and loves what they’re doing. A
lot of them say that when they come
to do their show, this is the best two
hours during the week, so I get to interact with people who really want to be
here,” Lockhart said.
She stated that it’s fun to try and
“plan special programming.” She puts
together specialized programs every
day of the week while trying to keep in
mind a big idea.

Community
Events
Red Cross Blood Drive
Lower Brooks, Gorham campus
Start: 10 a.m.
End: 4 p.m.

■■ Monday, November 5

Mindful Mondays
-Bailey 320, Gorham campus
-ROCC Common room, top floor of
Sullivan Gym, Portland campus
Start: 12:10 p.m.
End: 12:45 p.m.

■■ Tuesday, November 6

Purple Heart Parking Space
Dedication Ceremony
Sullivan Gym, 66 Falmouth
St., Portland campus
Start: 8 a.m.
End: 9 a.m.

■■ Tuesday, November 6
Asha Tompkins / Community Editor
Jessica Lockhart, program director for WIMPG in the studio at their Bedford
Street location. WMPG has programming 24 hours a day.

Day?’” said Lockhart. “It’s really cool
to think up ‘okay, we do really cool
programming here, but what can we do
that’s a little different that will really
catch our listener audience?”
Lockhart enjoys trying to figure out
the addition of special programming
and how it might affect the community,

commercial radio. Commercial radio is
now a lot of automated programming,
it’s about advertising, it’s about how
they might bring in the most advertising dollars and play the same numberone-hits over and over throughout the
day,” Lockhart said.
She stated that the community radio station both at USM and stations
throughout the country involve the
“Everybody here is really passionate about what
unique aspect of having freedom of
speech. She doesn’t tell the DJs what to
they’re doing. A lot of them say when they to do
do or say. They choose the music, she
their show, this is the best two hours during the
makes sure they don’t “swear on air.”
“It’s an old model where the broadweek, so I get to interact with people who really
cast and airwaves belong to the people.
want to be here.”
Commercial radio and corporations
have bought that up. We still have real
people coming in and programming
- Jessica Lockhart
and talking to their fellow community
members. I just make sure the programWMPG Program Director
ming schedule suits the needs of the lisand considers it a fun challenge due to tening audience. I’m in charge of all of
“‘How can we affect a change in our an important factor: nothing is auto- those DJs.”
listeners in the community if we fo- mated.
cus on, say, Women’s History Month,
“We’re completely different from
or Black History Month, or Veteran’s

Safe Zone Project Training
287 Lewiston Auburn college
Start: 11:30 a.m.
End: 1 p.m.

■■ Wednesday, November 7
TV & Movie Themed Trivia Night
Lower Brooks, Gorham campus
Start: 8 p.m.

■■ Monday, November 12

Monday of The Minds Community Fundraiser
Flask Lounge, 117 Spring St., Portland
Start: 9 p.m.
End: 1 a.m.

■■ Saturday, November 17

Season of Light: A CrossCultural Holiday Celebration
Portland Public Library - Rines Auditorium,
5 Monument Square, Portland
Start: 1 p.m.
End: 4 p.m.

Want us to include your event?
communiyy@usmfreepress.org

Sports
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Friday 11/9

Friday 11/9

Friday 11/9

Saturday 11/10

Saturday 11/10

Men’s Ice Hockey

Women’s
Basketball

Women’s Ice
Hockey

Men’s Cross
Country
@ NCAA Regional
Championship
11:00 a.m.

Wrestling
@ Roger Williams
Invitational
9:30 a.m.

vs. Johnson &
Wales (RI)
7:00 p.m.

vs. Me.Farmington
7:00 p.m.

@ Norwich
7:00 p.m.

Men and Women’s Ice Hockey teams kick off

Both teams hoping to have a strong season this winter
record, and make a playoff push this season.
Following the opening game against UMass Boston, the
Huskies will head to Babson College on Saturday, Nov.
As the weather gets colder, winter sports have emerged 3 for a 4 p.m. puck drop, then play their home opener
at USM. Two of them being the Men and Women’s Ice against Johnson & Wales University for a 7 p.m. game on
Hockey teams. Each team is looking to improve on past Friday, Nov. 9.
seasons, as both lost in the New England Hockey ConferWomen’s Hockey
ence Quarterfinals last year with losing records.
Cullen McIntyre
Staff Writer

Men’s Hockey
The Men’s Ice Hockey team finished last year with a
3-19-4 record, losing to the Hobart College Statesmen 8-0
in the NEHC quarterfinals last year.
The Huskies started off this year with an exhibition
game against the University of New England, losing 11-2
in the away game.
The first game of the regular season sees the Huskies
head to UMass Boston on Friday, Nov. 2 with the puck
dropping at 7 p.m. The hockey team will look to get a
good start to the season, going up against the Beacons,
who went 17-10 last year.
Head Coach Ed Harding, entering his fifth season, recently named the three captains for the men’s team. For a
third consecutive season, senior Tyler Mathieu will wear
the “C” on his jersey, while teammates Parker Sanderson
and Mark Tomaschek will wear the “A” on their jerseys
for assistant captains. Mathieu is the fourth player in the
history of the program to brace the captain’s “C” for three
consecutive seasons.
The team will hope to improve on last season’s losing

The Women’s Ice Hockey team finished last year with a
8-17-1 overall record, losing 5-2 to the Castleton University Spartans in the NEHC quarterfinals last season.
The women’s team has played two games already, the
first being a 4-3 loss against the University of New England, and the second being a 1-1 tie against the Endicott
Gulls. Huskies senior goalie and captain Britney Evangelista made 43 saves against the Gulls, holding off Endicott
to a 1-1 tie after overtime.
The team’s next game sees them host Johnson & Wales
University (JWU) on Friday, Nov. 2 for their first conference matchup at 4 p.m. The JWU Wildcats come into
Southern Maine with a 0-2 record, having lost 2-0 and 6-0
in their first two games, but this will also be their first conference matchup. The women Huskies will look to hand
them a third consecutive loss and grab themselves their
first win of the season.
The team named four captains this season, seniors Britney Evangelista, Jensen Hamblett, Julie Ormsby and
sophomore Shannon Colbert. Evangelista had a .926 save
percentage during the 2017/18 season, while Hamblett had
three goals and two assists in 24 games. Ormsby was the

leading goalscorer for the team last season, with seven
goals and six assists. Colbert’s rookie campaign saw her
net six goals along with four assists in all 26 games.
The women finished seventh in the 2018-19 NEHC preseason coaches’ poll, but will hope to prove them wrong
with a strong season this year.
The women’s team season continues Saturday, Nov. 3
at 1 p.m. against the UMass Boston Beacons in an away
game, following that with another game away against the
Norwich Cadets on Friday, Nov. 9 at 7 p.m.
Both teams are looking to improve from their records
and playoff finishes last year, and give the Husky supporters a great season to cheer for. Each teams season lasts
through February so make sure to support your Huskies
Ice Hockey teams at the USM Ice Arena on the Gorham
campus for home games!

Last Week’s Scores
Men’s Soccer
Tuesday, Oct. 30
@ Mass.-Boston
L, 4-1

Field Hockey
Tuesday, Oct. 30
vs. Fitchburg St.
2OT W, 2-1

Women’s Soccer
Photo courtesy of USM Athletics
Men’s Ice Hockey captains, from left to right, Parker
Sanderson, Tyler Mathieu and Mark Tomaschek.

Photo courtesy of USM Athletics
Women’s Ice Hockey captains, from left to
right, Britney Evangelista, Julia Ormsby,
Jensen Hamblett and Shannon Colbert.

Tuesday, Oct. 30
vs. Mass.-Dartmouth
W, 3-0

